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Fault Location Using Sparse Synchrophasor
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Oscillations
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel system-wide fault-lo-
cation method for transmission lines utilizing electromechan-
ical-wave oscillation propagation phenomena. The method uses
synchrophasor measurements during disturbances obtained
from phasor measurement units sparsely located in the network.
The method determines the time of arrival of electromechan-
ical waves propagating from the fault point to sparsely located
phasor mesaurement units. By taking the speed of electromechan-
ical-wave propagation as well as topology of the network into
account, the method is able to detect the faulty line. Finally, by
adding fictitious buses inside the faulty line and applying a binary
search method, the location of fault is accurately pinpointed. The
main advantage of the proposed method is the use of a limited
number of PMUs which reduces the cost of implementation. The
method was developed in MATLAB and tested with the IEEE
118-test system. Test results reveal the high accuracy of the method
in detecting and locating faults.
Index Terms—Electromechanical-wave propagation, fault de-

tection, fault location, phasor measurement units (PMUs), power
system faults, synchrophasor measurement, wide-area measure-
ments.

I. INTRODUCTION

P OWER system is subjected to faults caused by various rea-
sons such as different weather condition, animal or human

contacts, vegetation contacts, etc. Once circuit breakers clear
the fault following relays trip command, the fault point must be
determined and proper action taken to expedite troubleshooting
and minimize repair time [1].
Various fault location methods have been proposed in

literature [2]–[23]. Single-end impedance based fault loca-
tion methods are considered the most conventional scheme
[2]–[8]. These methods utilize power frequency component
of single-end voltage and (or) current measurements to locate
faults on transmission lines. The main advantage of such
methods is the simplicity and low cost of implementation.
However, their accuracy might be affected by different factors,
such as infeed current from remote end, fault resistance, varia-
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tion of source impedance, loading conditions or fault incidence
angle.
Several methods were developed using unsynchronized

two-end measurements [9]–[13]. In [9], post fault voltage and
current phasor measurements are used to locate faults. The
method is applicable even if line parameters are unknown.
In [10], symmetrical components theory is used to formulate
fault location scheme. The method proposed in [11] is based
on voltage magnitude at fault point and does not require phase
angles. In [14], a time-domain method based on synchronized
sampling of the voltage and current data from the two ends of
the line is proposed. The line model equations are then solved
to build the voltage and current profiles to accurately locate
the fault. Improving the line model considering distributed line
parameters led to more accurate results in [15]. In [16], the
method proposed in [15] was modified to reduce the sampling
rate from 20 kHz to 1 kHz. The main advantage of the men-
tioned two-end fault location methods comparing to single-end
methods is their higher accuracy in locating faults. However,
availability of measurements through the entire network might
not be feasible due to the cost and installation concerns for
foreseeable future [1]. Hence, a sparse measurements based
fault location method could be more practical due to its low
implementation cost.
In recent decades, development of phasor measurement

units (PMUs) introduced various synchrophasor based methods
[17]–[20]. In [17], [18], Clarke transformation is applied to
the synchronized voltage and current phasors aligned with a
discrete Fourier transform-based algorithm to calculate the
location of fault. Another fault detection/location technique
is presented in [19], [20] with consideration of arcing fault
discrimination based on synchronized fundamental phasor
measurements. In [21], a bus-impedance matrix was utilized
to calculate fault point with access to limited synchronized
measurements at two remote buses in the network.
Several methods utilize electromagnetic transient propaga-

tion in power system and are known as travelling wave based
methods [22]–[25]. The method proposed in [22], [23] is based
on measuring time of arrival (ToA) of electromagnetic trav-
eling waves which propagate from the fault point to sparsely
located synchronized measurement devices. Then, an optimiza-
tion method is applied to calculate the location of fault. In [24],
a wide area traveling wave based method is proposed which de-
termines faulty line and distance to fault by analyzing the trav-
eling wave propagation times using the extended double end
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method. In [25], a traveling wave principle along with two graph
theory-based lemmas is deployed to sectionalize power system
and locate faults within suspected sections. Despite the high ac-
curacy of travelling wave based methods, they require measure-
ment device with high sampling rate to capture electromagnetic
transient which increase cost of implementation.
The method proposed in this paper is based on detection of

ToA of electromechanical-wave oscillation propagates in power
system. Despite electromagnetic traveling wave based methods,
the proposed method relies on sparse PMU measurements, and
can be practically used by utilities without requiring expen-
sive dedicated high sampling rate devices. Section 2 gives the
background theory while Section 3 explains the methodology.
The results from testing are given in Sections 4 and 5 gives
conclusions.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Electromechanical-Wave Propagation Phenomena

When a disturbance occurs on a transmission line, electrical
power flow changes in the network. This leads to a mismatch
between electrical and mechanical torque of generators located
in the vicinity. Therefore, each generator rotor angle changes
to compensate the mismatch. Following the generators' rotor
angle oscillations, the adjacent buses also encounter changes in
their generators' rotor angle which again causes a mismatch in
the electrical torque of the adjacent generators. In this fashion,
the oscillation known as the electromechanical-wave propaga-
tion is “seen” throughout the entire network. Electromechan-
ical oscillations could be detected by monitoring phasor angle
of bus voltages and characterized with much lower frequency
(0.1–10.0 Hz) than electromagnetic transients ( kHz) [26].
To illustrate the concept, a simple power-system model in the
form of a ring is used. Fig. 1(a) shows the 64-generator ring
system introduced in [26], which comprises 64 identical seri-
ally connected generators through identical transmission lines,
forming a ring. The initial bus angles are evenly distributed from
0 to 360 degrees by steps equal to degrees.
Due to homogeneity and ring shape of the 64-bus system, it
is well-suited to study basic aspects of electromechanical-wave
propagation phenomena. Fig. 1(b) shows the phasor angle of
64-buses (in radian) with respect to time of a given disturbance
occurring at bus 16 at . Following the change in the angle
of bus 16 shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1(b), the other gen-
erators react in a similar fashion, but with a certain time delay.
Plotting all the bus angles together, this time delay can be rep-
resented as a wave modulated on buses' phasor angles, which
travels away from the disturbance source into the network at a
finite speed.

B. Continuum Modeling

Applying differential algebraic equations (DAEs) is the con-
ventional way of modeling electromechanical-wave propaga-
tion in power system. Due to complexity, this approach could
be time consuming and the result would be hard to analyze
for large networks. Therefore, researchers introduced a much

Fig. 1. Understanding electromechanical-wave propagation. (a) 64-generator
ring system, (b) Bus angle modulation following a fault at bus 16 at .

Fig. 2. Incremental system used for continuum modeling of system at .

simpler method which embeds the effect of electromechanical-
wave propagation into power system behavior [26]–[30].
The so called continuummodel, considers power system with

spatially distributed parameters. The continuum model is based
on applying partial differential equations (PDEs) describing the
power systems to the infinitesimal element distributed along the
power system. Due to generators rotor inertia, the timescale of
electromechanical oscillations is large compared to the power
system frequency. Therefore, the variables in continuum model
can be considered as phasor parameters [30].
In the context of continuum modeling, any point in power

system could be represented by the incremental system as
shown in Fig. 2. The model allows for representation of lines
with different per-unit impedances, shunt reactances, gen-
erators and loads. The flexibility of the incremental model
allows any arbitrary network topology to be modeled with con-
tinuum approach. Following is a brief summary of continuum
formulation.
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In Fig. 2, the net real electrical power flow at point can
be written as (1), shown at the bottom of the page, where
represents the phase angle of voltage at . R, X and Z represent
resistance, reactance and impedance of the branch, respectively.
Using Taylor series expansion about , and disregarding higher
order terms we get:

(2)

The real power produced at the generator terminal is deter-
mined by (3), shown at the bottom of the page. The real power
delivered to the point by the generator is given by (4), shown
at the bottom of the page, where and represent con-
ductance and susceptance of a generator. By conservation of
power, the summation of power at a region must be zero, which
implies:

(5)

where is the net real power flow at is real power de-
livered by generator and is the real power consumed by the
load. Plugging (2), (3) and (4), shown at the bottom of the page,
into (5), we obtain:

(6)

which is known as continuum equivalent of load flow equations
of the power system.
On the other hand, the internal generator phase angle dy-

namics are modeled using:

(7)

where and are the generator inertia and damping
constant and is the mechanical power of a generator.
Plugging (3) into (7), we obtain (8), shown at the bottom of the

page, which is known as continuum equivalent of swing equa-
tions of the power system. The simulation studies of this paper
were carried out using continuum PDE equations (6) and (8).

III. FAULT LOCATION METHODOLOGY

As mentioned earlier, electromechanical wave originated fol-
lowing a disturbance travels with finite velocity in a given net-
work. Since these waves propagate through different paths, they
reach remote buses with distinct time delays which depend on
each path length and propagation speed of wave through that
path. Therefore, one can determine the fault location by using
ToA measurements at various locations along with supporting
information to determine each path's length and speed of prop-
agation through that path.
The method proposed in this paper detects ToA of electro-

mechanical waves modulated on phasor angle of voltage at se-
lected buses where PMUs are available. Then the well-known
Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm [31] is deployed combined
with several mathematical steps to detect the faulty line. Finally
location of the fault will be determined inside faulty line using
binary search method. Fig. 3 shows the implementation struc-
ture of the proposed method. Phasor measurements at certain
substations throughout entire network can be captured by PMUs
or any other IED devices located in that substation, which can
measure and report GPS synchronized phasors. The measure-
ments are then transferred to the control center where phasor
data concentrator receives data from all PMUs and stores them
in real-time database. The database provides input data to the
proposed method. The details of the methodology are explained
next.

A. ToA and Fault Type Detection
The proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method de-

tects ToA of electromechanical wave modulated on phase angle
of voltage based on analyzing the first swing of the phase angle
at buses where PMUs are installed. One time calculation uti-
lizing numerous training data sets on ANN implemented using
MATLAB ANN toolbox led to an accurate ToA detector.

(1)

(3)

(4)

(8)
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Fig. 3. Fault location method implementation overview.

Fig. 4. The network structure of the back propagation neural network model
used in ToA detector.

To develop the ToA detector, supervised training is used to
train the ANN. Fig. 4 shows the overall structure of deployed
ANN. To differentiate between faults and other disturbances
as well as different types of fault, three types of input signals
were defined in the input layer. The phase angles of each three
phase voltages, as well as their first and second time deriva-
tives were selected as inputs. The inputs and desired outputs
were compared in a hidden layer and errors are then propagated
back through the system. We calculated the performance of the
system in terms of number of neurons in the hidden layer, and
selected 4 hidden neurons as it provides the best result. The back
propagation algorithm causes the ANN system to tweak weights
which control the neural network [32]. This process occurs con-
tinually till the weights are adjusted within a defined threshold.
The applied multilayer perceptron neural network with back
propagation algorithm used in this study is one of most common
ANNmethod applied in power system. The desired output of the

ANN is the event type and ToA of the electromechanical wave
modulated on voltage phase angle.
In the ANN training process, a set of 2000 events were created

within IEEE 118 bus test system [33]. In the training process,
all lines are considered to be in service. Training scenarios in-
clude generator and load outages, various types of faults with
different fault resistance at different locations. Then, another set
of 500 previously unseen randomly generated event scenarios
(ratio of unseen test cases to trained cases is equal to 0.25) were
created to test and validate ANN-based ToA and fault type de-
tector. Since the nature of electromechanical-wave oscillation
propagation and its related phase angle modulation is same for
different networks, the ANN based ToA detector can be used
for any given network.

B. Detection of Faulty Line
Once the ToA of electromechanical-wave oscillation is ob-

tained at selected buses where PMUs are installed, it can be
used to determine the faulty line. Several mathematic steps as
described below must be deployed before the faulty line could
be detected.
1) Computation of Line Propagation Delay: As previously

stated in Section II, the speed of electromechanical-wave prop-
agation is quite lower compared to electromagnetic one, which
is close to speed of light. The researchers proved that applying
continuum approach, the speed of electromechanical-wave
propagation through the network solely depends on system
parameters and can be obtained as follows [26].

(9)

where is the nominal system frequency, is the line
impedance angle , h is the inertia constant of generator
and is the line impedance.
Therefore, the propagation delay of each line in the network

can be calculated by:

(10)

where represents each transmission line in the net-
work and is the total length of line L. Assuming that length
and impedance of transmission lines are known, electromechan-
ical-wave propagation delay through each transmission line can
be calculated using (10).
2) Calculation of Measured ToA Matrix: Fig. 5 is used to

explain computation of the shortest time delaymatrix. As shown
in Fig. 5, for the given network assume that PMUmeasurements
are available at buses A, B, C and D, while a fault occurs at an
unknown bus (this assumption will be removed later). The
propagation delay of electromechanical wave to reach bus A
after fault occurs at bus k can be obtained by:

(11)

where represents fault initiation time at bus represents
ToA of electromechanical wave at bus A and is the propa-
gation delay of electromechanical wave to arrive at bus A. Since
the fault initiation time is unknown, it is impossible to obtain
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the calculation of theoretical and measured delay ma-
trices.

. Suppose that bus A is the first to receive the propagated
wave. It can be used as the time reference. Therefore, the wave
propagation delay from bus k to bus B with respect to ToA of
electromechanical wave at bus A can be defined as:

(12)

It should be noted that (12) is always correct due to the fact
that the electromechanical waves propagate along the transmis-
sion lines always following the shortest path rule.
The electromechanical-wave propagation delay from bus to

other buses with respect to ToA of electromechanical wave at
bus A can be defined similar to (12). Hence, the measured
propagation time delay matrix can be defined as:

(13)

3) Calculation of Theoretical Time Delay Matrix: Since the
propagation delay of each transmission line is known by (10),
vector of time differences resulting from the shortest propaga-
tion delay could be computed as follows.

(14)

where and are the theoretical shortest prop-
agation time delay from buses A, B, C and D to any arbitrary
bus , respectively. It can be rewritten as:

(15)

The shortest time delay path for each bus pair is computed
utilizing the Dijkstra's algorithm. One time computation of (15)
with Dijkstra's algorithm is valid for a given topology before
any line switching takes place. After any topology changes, the
calculation must be repeated to update the matrix elements.
4) Definition of Minimum Error Function: As shown in

Fig. 5, if the fault occurs at unknown bus , the calculated
should identically match captured by ToA detec-

tors. Therefore, one can define as follows and then check it
for all buses to find the bus that corresponds to the minimum
(zero) value.

(16)

where is the total number of buses and is the
minimum norm linked with bus .
As stated before, we assumed that faults only take place at

buses, which is not realistic in actual power system. Conse-

Fig. 6. Illustration of the binary search used for fault location method.

quently, the methodology must be revised, so that the method
can be applied for any arbitrary fault located along transmis-
sion lines.
As shown in Fig. 5, if the fault occurs at an arbitrary point
, two buses corresponding to the minimum two values ob-

tained from (16) will be selected. The network topology will
be checked to see if this pair of buses has a direct link to each
other. If so, the line connecting these two buses will be declared
as faulty line.
If there is no direct link between the two buses, then each line

connected to the two buses will be considered as the faulty line
candidate. Hence, fault location calculation must be repeated
for all possible candidates which can be tolerated due to limited
number of lines connected to the pair of suspect buses.

C. Fault Location Using Binary Search
Once the faulty line is determined, the exact location of fault

can be derived by adding fictitious buses and dividing the faulty
line into two line segments (binary search approach [32]). As
shown in Fig. 6, the first fictitious bus divides the faulty line

- into two equal sections ( - and - ). Then, (16) will
be recalculated for and . Then, the two buses which
correspond to lowest values will be treated as faulty section.
Similarly, the second fictitious bus divides the faulty section
( - in Fig. 6) into equal sections ( - and - ) and so on. If
this process occurs over and over, mathematically, after adding

fictitious bus, the location of fault will be determined within
the following error:

(17)

In this study, we considered adding 5 fictitious buses to reach
accuracy greater than 99%.

IV. TEST RESULTS
In this section, the proposed method is tested using IEEE118

bus test system [35]. The simulation is done by developing
MATLAB script based on solving PDE equations obtained
from continuum approach. The proposed methodology does not
require optimal PMU placement. To avoid an arbitrary place-
ment of PMUs, suggested optimal PMU placement studied in
[36] is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method for a given PMU optimal placement driven by other
applications.

A. Testing With Different Fault Scenarios
In this subsection, the proposed method is tested by changing

fault parameters (fault resistance, fault distance, fault type and
faulty line). Table I brings summary of results for a few test
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TABLE I
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS UNDER DIFFERENT FAULT SPECIFICATION

cases. In all cases, the proposed method correctly detects fault
type using proposed ANN module and then identifies faulty
lines. Furthermore, the associated fault location error for each
case demonstrates that the proposedmethod is able to accurately
locate faults (in most cases error is within 1%).
Fig. 7 represents the phasor angle captured by PMUs related

to cases 6, 13 and 20 from Table I (only 4 phasor angles from
PMUs with smallest ToAs were plotted to avoid confusion). In
Fig. 7(a), the electromechanical-wave oscillation following the
fault (a-g with 20 at 0.9 pu from bus 19) on line 19-20 is first
detected at bus 21 at sec and then detected at buses
15, 23 and 17, respectively. In Fig. 7(b), the electromechanical
wave following the fault (ab with 1 at 0.1 pu from bus 19) on
line 19-20 is first detected at bus 21 at sec and then
detected at buses 15, 17 and 30, respectively. In Fig. 7(c), the
electromechanical wave following the fault (abc-g with 1 at
0.5 pu from bus 100) on line 100-106 is first detected at bus 94
at sec and then detected at buses 105, 110 and 80,
respectively. In each case, after detection of ToAs of electro-
mechanical-wave oscillations at PMU locations, and
will be calculated from (13) and (16), respectively. The loca-
tion of faults for these three examples are calculated using pro-
posed binary search method with error equal to 0.74%, 0.44%
and 0.14%, respectively.
Table II shows the average error percentage of the proposed

fault location method under numerous test cases. As depicted in
Fig. 8, IEEE 118 bus system can be divided into three areas with
almost same number of PMUs. We considered 9 points to insert
faults (0.1 pu to 0.9 pu with span of 0.1 pu) on every single line
in these three areas. It can be concluded from results in Table II
that area 1 which has higher ratio of PMU to line (0.216) is

Fig. 7. Phasor angle of PMU equipped buses of IEEE118 bus system, (a) case
6, (b) case 13, (c) case 20.

Fig. 8. Fault location error under effect of PMU bad data.

linkedwith least average error. However, area 2 which has lower
ratio of PMU to line (0.147) has the highest average error.

B. Impact of PMU Bad Data
One of the main concerns for applications based on wide area

measurements is the accuracy and calibration of PMUs. Since,
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Fig. 9. IEEE 118 bus test system.

TABLE II
FAULT LOCATION RESULTS ON DIFFERENT REGIONS

PMU measurements might be affected due inaccuracy of algo-
rithms for certain input frequencies or being out of calibration.
To test the methodology against such conditions, different test
cases were simulated by artificially adding error to phasor angle
measurements.
Fig. 8 shows the average error percentage of proposed fault

location method under three main scenarios. In scenario 1, first
column represents the average error percentage correspond to
20 fault cases simulated to occur in area 1 (see Fig. 9), while the
manipulated PMU measurements are among PMUs within area
1. Similarly, the second and third columns show the average er-
rors correspond to same faults in area 1, while the manipulated
PMU measurements are among PMUs within area 2 and 3, re-
spectively. It can be seen that the effect of PMU bad data is
felt when the affected PMUs are in same area as the faults are
located. The same can be concluded from second and third sce-
narios where faults occurred in area 2 and area 3, respectively.
Finally, from the results one can conclude that, PMU bad data
will affect the accuracy of proposed fault location. However, the
methodology is still able to operate within acceptable error (less
than 2%).

TABLE III
IMPACT OF TOPOLOGY CHANGES ON FAULT LOCATION

C. Impact of Topology Changes
Following a topology change, two situations could be consid-

ered for the proposed fault location method. First, the shortest
path database of proposed method will be recalculated consid-
ering updated information on system current topology. Second,
due to different reasons, current topology of system may not be
updated. Table III shows the result of simulations which have
beencarriedout by switchingoff lines andsimulating faults to ad-
dress the impact of topology change on the fault locationmethod.
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The simulation results illustrate that fault location method
would be affected only in certain cases where the switched off
line is contributing in shortest path of electromechanical-wave
propagation from fault to buses with PMUs. However, the fault
location error is acceptable if the switched line is far from the
faulty line.Aswedescribed in previous subsection, PMUswhich
are far from faulty line cannot dramatically affect output of the
proposed method. Furthermore, to detect a topology change, a
pre-defined signal (ping) could be generated at one of the PMU
equipped buses and ToAs are measured at other PMU locations.
If there is any difference between one of the measured ToAs
and corresponding calculated ToAs, a topology change across
the shortest path among corresponding two buses is determined.

D. Impact of Availability of PMUs
The other concern associated with wide area measurements

based applications is unavailability of PMUs due to various rea-
sons such as communication failure, device failure, etc. In such
cases, applications must be robust enough to tolerate unavail-
ability of measurements from one or more PMUs.
Fig. 10 depicts the average error percentage of fault location

algorithm versus total number of PMUs assumed to be out of
service. After taking each PMU out of service, 20 faults are
simulated and average error percentage is used to plot Fig. 10.
Similar to previous subsection, three main scenarios were sim-
ulated considering three areas in Fig. 9. In Fig. 10(a), faults are
simulated in area 1, while dash, dash-dot and dotted lines are
related to the cases where out of service PMUs are within areas
1, 2 and 3, respectively. As can be seen, the average error is less
than 2% (dash line) even after removing first 6 PMUs from area
1. It can be concluded that even under availability of 5 PMUs
in area 1, the method operates with acceptable accuracy. The
error remains under 2% even after removing all PMUs in areas
2 and 3, respectively. The same observation could be obtained
by looking into Figs. 10(b) and (c). It can be concluded that fault
location method on each of the three areas is robust to unavail-
ability of PMUs in other two areas. Since optimal fault location
results may be sensitive to placement of PMUs and location of
fault occurrence, one can conclude that the proposedmethod can
operate within acceptable error % with quite less number
of PMUs than what is needed to satisfy the observability re-
quirement suggested by an optimal PMU placement reported
in [36].
The last scenario is designed to consider the impact of com-

bination of topology changes and PMU availability on the ac-
curacy of fault location method. Table IV shows the result of
fault location method by inserting faults at three different lines
while two lines and two PMUs are taken out. In cases 1 and
2, faults occurred on line 1-2 (area 1) while lines (55-59 and
24-70) are taken out but are not contributing to the shortest path
to PMUs. In case 1 where the two out of service PMUs (49, 71)
are not located in the same area as fault, the fault location error
remains the same. In case 2 where the two out of service PMUs
(49, 71) are located in the same area as fault, the fault location
error slightly increases from 0.32% to 0.41%. In cases 7 and
8, all simulation parameters are the same except switched lines
which are selected from those that contribute to the shortest path
but located far from the fault point. Similarly, in cases 13 and

Fig. 10. Effect of unavailability of PMUs on fault location accuracy.

TABLE IV
IMPACT OF COMBINATION OF TOPOLOGY CHANGES AND PMU AVAILABILITY
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14, all simulation parameters are the same except the switched
lines are selected from those that contribute to shortest path and
are located close to the fault point. From Table IV, it can be con-
cluded that the fault location accuracy would not be affected if
PMUs or lines out of service are away from the fault point. The
errors would be tolerable even if the out of service PMUs and
lines are in the same area where the fault has occurred.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a unique fault location methodology based on

propagation of electromechanical-wave oscillation in power
system is proposed. The main advantages of the proposed
methodology over previously established methods are as
follows.
• Unlike different wide area measurement based methods
which require information from all buses, the proposed
method uses measurements from sparsely located PMUs
which reduce cost of implementation.

• The calculation burden is less than most of single- or
multiple-end fault location methods, since the pre-cal-
culated shortest path database using Dijkstra's algorithm
will remain vailed until the topology of the power system
changes.

• The proposed method could be implemented with PMUs
or any other IED devices located in that substation, which
can measure and report GPS synchronized phasors.

• The methodology can operate with acceptable accuracy
under impacts of topology changes, PMUs bad data or un-
availability of one or more PMU measurements, which
demonstrate the algorithm is effective even under avail-
ability of sparse measurements.
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